Let M be a manifold with an exact symplectic form ω. Then there is a nowhere vanishing primitive β for ω, i.e. ω = dβ.
Remark. As an immediate consequence a manifold with an exact symplectic form admits a nowhere vanishing Liouville vector field.
Proof. Without restriction we may assume M to be connected. Denote by 2n the dimension of M and fix an orientation. Exactness of ω implies that M is non-compact. Choose a Morse function γ : M → R >0 which is exhaustive, i.e. the sets {x ∈ M | γ(x) ≤ c} are compact for all c ∈ R. Denote C 0 the discrete set of critical points of γ. The first step is to construct a primitive θ 1 of ω which is of a particular form around each point z ∈ C 0 . For this choose for each z ∈ C 0 a contractible open neighborhood U z in a way that U z and Uz do not intersect for all z =z and such that there are 2n global functions x i with x i (z) = 0 for all z ∈ C 0 providing local coordinates on U z such that
By assumption there is a primitive θ 0 for ω. Locally on each neighborhood U z the 1-form
Choosing smooth functions χ z : M → [0, 1] with compact support in U z and a relatively compact open neighborhood V z ⊂ U z of z on which χ z is identically equal to 1 we define the 1-form
again a primitive of ω. By construction θ 1 and τ z are equal on V z . The next step will be to modify γ to ν such that the function ν has the same critical points but is of a particular form in the neighborhood of each critical point with respect to the coordinate functions x i already introduced. This will be done by defining a diffeomorphism Ψ : M → M fixing C 0 and setting ν = γ • Ψ. As γ is a Morse function, the Morse Lemma states that, after possible shrinking of V z , there are 2n global functions y i with y i (z) = 0 defining local coordinates on V z for all z ∈ C 0 such that there are integers 0 ≤ s z ≤ 2n so that
This choice can be done in a way that the two bases dx 1 , . . . , dx 2n and dy 1 , . . . , dy 2n in T * z M induce the same chosen orientation, e.g. just by replacing y 1 by −y 1 locally in V z if necessary. After possible further shrinking of V z there is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism ψ z :
x elsewhere by which we define the exhaustive Morse function ν = γ • Ψ which has the same set C 0 as set of critical points. In summary, we constructed an exhaustive Morse function ν with discrete set C 0 of critical points and not intersecting relatively compact open neigh-
and a primitive θ 1 which satisfies
There is a K 0 > 0 such that for all K ≥ K 0 the system of linear equations
has (x 1 , . . . , x 2n ) = (0, . . . , 0) as the only solution for all 1 ≤ s ≤ 2n. Applying this to the equations (5) and (6) we obtain for all z ∈ C 0
So we constructed an exhaustive function ν such that for all K ≥ K 0 the primitive θ 1 + K · dν vanishes inside V ′ = z∈C V ′ z exactly on C 0 . The next step will be to define a primitive which does not vanish outside V ′ at all and inside V ′ still exactly on C 0 . For this we modify ν by a smooth function λ : R >0 → R >0 defining ρ = λ • ν such that the primitive
vanishes exactly at C 0 . Recall that on the closed subset M\V ′ the 1-form dν vanishes nowhere. For each m = 1, 2, . . . the set
is empty for all K > K m . There is a smooth function λ :
with λ ′ (ν(x)) chosen sufficiently large that β 0 = θ 1 +dρ vanishes on V ′ exactly on C 0 while outside of V ′ it does not vanish at all. So there is a primitive β 0 with discrete vanishing set C 0 . The final step now consists in moving away these zeroes successively by induction. For this we will construct a sequence of compact subsets Z m ⊂ M with the following properties. The sequence is exhaustive, i.e. m∈N Z m = M, and for each m ∈ N the compact set Z m is contained in the interior of Z m+1 and each point in Z m+1 \Z m is joint by a smooth path in M\Z m to a point in M\Z m+1 . Further the sequence is initialized such that Z 0 ∩C 0 = ∅. In order to define Z m choose a smooth exhaustion function κ : M → R >0 and a strictly increasing sequence v m ∈ R >0 of regular values of κ such that v m converges to infinity and {x ∈ M | κ(x) ≤ v 0 } is non-empty, disjoint to C 0 and has connected complement. Set Z ′ m = {x ∈ M | κ(x) ≤ v m } and let D m1 , . . . , D mjm be those connected components of M\Z ′ m whose closure in M is compact. Note that compactness of Z ′ m implies that there are only finitely many sets D mj for fixed m. Hence the sets Z m = Z ′ m ∪ jm j=1 D mj define the exhausting sequence with the desired properties. We will construct an adapted sequence of 1-forms β m with vanishing sets
holds. We may consider Condition (4) to be empty for m = 0 such that β 0 satisfies the four conditions. For the induction step consider a 1-form β m to be given for some m ∈ N satisfying the four conditions. Since Z m+1 is compact, the set D m+1 = Z m+1 ∩ C m is finite. By assumption each point in Z m+1 \Z m is joint by a smooth path in M\Z m to a point in M\Z m+1 . So we may choose a relatively compact open subset U m ⊂ M\Z m with U m ∩ C m = D m+1 such that the intersection of each connected component of U m with (M\Z m+1 ) is not empty. There is a symplectomorphism of U m which maps D m+1 to a set contained in M\Z m+1 and this symplectomorphism can be chosen such that it differs from the identity only on a relatively compact subset of U m ([Boo69] ). Thus the symplectomorphism can be extended as the identity on M\U m to a symplectomorphism ϕ m : M → M. We may define β m+1 = ϕ * m β m . By construction C m+1 = ϕ −1 m (C m ) ⊂ M\Z m+1 since C m+1 \U m = C m \U m and ϕ m | M \Um = id | M \Um . As the sequence β m becomes stationary on some neighborhood of each point it converges to a 1-form β with ω = dβ. Since β does not vanish in Z m for all m, the form β is a nowhere vanishing primitive for ω.
